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Dynamic Energy Router

ANTONIO SÁNCHEZ-SQUELLA, 

ROMEO ORTEGA, ROBERT GRIÑÓ, 

and SHANE MALOI n this article we consider the objec-

tive of effi cient transfer of electric en-

ergy between subsystems, where each 

subsystem can generate, store, or con-

sume energy. An application example is 

a multidomain system consisting of a fuel-

cell-based generating unit, batteries, super-

capacitors, and electric motors or generators; 

this topology is used in some electric cars. De-

pending on the operation regime, energy must be 

transferred between the various units, which we refer to as 

multiports, according to some energy-management policy. 

To ensure energy exchange, the interconnection of the stor-

age and load devices is performed by using power convert-

ers. These subsystems are electronically switched circuits 

capable of adapting the port voltage or current magnitudes 

to a desired value. 

To achieve energy transfer between multiports, it is 

common practice to assume that the system operates in 

steady state and then translates the power demand (flow 

sense and magnitude) of the multiports into current or 

voltage references. These references are then tracked with 

control loops, usually proportional plus integral (PI). Since 

the various multiports have different time responses, it is 

often necessary to discriminate between quickly and slowly 

changing power-demand profiles. For instance, due to 

physical constraints, it is not desirable to demand quickly 

changing power profiles to a fuel-cell unit. Hence, the peak 

demands of the load are usually supplied by a bank of 

supercapacitors, whose time response is fast. To achieve 

this objective, a steady-state viewpoint is again adopted, 

and the current or voltage references to the multiports are 

passed through lowpass or highpass filters. For further 

details, see “Criteria for Current-Reference Selection.” 

The steady-state approach currently adopted in practice 

can only approximately achieve the desired objectives of 

energy transfer and slow-versus-fast discrimination of the 

power demand. In particular, during the transients or 

when fast dynamic response is required, the delivery of 

demanded power in response to current or voltage refer-

ences and the time response action of the filters might be 

far from satisfactory. 

In this article we present an energy router that dynami-

cally controls energy flow. The router operational principle 
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Casimir Function for Control 

The Energy Router (DSER) 
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The DSER has been used to buffer, control in an energy continuous way:  

Energy tanks,  

Energy continuous tracking of n.l. systems,  

Novel Actuators design,  

Power continuous v.d. Pol oscillator etc. 

Power Continuous change of parameters 

Synchronisation of Limit Cycles 

Passivation of Projection-Based Null Space Compliance Control  

…



Energy (and Geometrical) Aware Robotics 

Robots and Interaction follow the laws of physics!



Energy or no Energy, that is the question
No relation with energy 

No way to work in all situations during 
interaction 

No robustness 

Environment cannot be “properly 
modeled”! 

Unespected behaviour 

…

Passivity or better:  
Energy Awareness 

Track and Control Energy flows 

Never problems with stability 

Robust 

Can Couple Digital-Continuos World 

Handle Time delays 

….



Geometry or no Geometry, that is the question

No Geometry 

Complicated equations 

Solutions dependent on coordinates 

Non physical nonsense: eigenvalues of 
Inertias, random ortogonality, projections,  
non invariant indeces,… 

Singularity 

Unexpected  instabilities 

..

Geometry 

Simple description 

Coordinate Invariant 

Physical 

No singularity 

Directly see if something is wrong: 
inverses, projections, error 
measurement 

….



Modelling 

Port Based Thinking  
What is it and why is this useful?
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Any physical system has this structure
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To ensure stability during any interaction 
control needs to be  

implemented by Interconnection  
either physically or by control

Conjecture



Control by Design or Control by Interconnection
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Control by Design or Control by Interconnection
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•Change how they are connected
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Examples 

•Change “Resonance” by 
parallel springs


•Generate Forces needed 
elastically to avoid dissipation 
and irreversibility in drive chains

Folkertsma, G. A., Kim, S., & Stramigioli, S. (2012). Parallel 
stiffness in a bounding quadruped with flexible spine. In 
Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2012 IEEE/RSJ 

International Conference on (pp. 2210–2215).
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Stramigioli, S., & van Dijk, M. (2008). Energy Conservative 
Limit Cycle Oscillations. In Proceedings of the 17th World 

Congress, The International Federation of Automatic 
Control (pp. 15666–15671). Seoul, Korea: IFAC. doi:

10.3182/20080706-5-KR-1001.2560



Control by Design or Control by Interconnection
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Environment/
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Control by Design or Control by Interconnection
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•Change how they are connected

Implement "Dampers with 
springs”: 
Instead of implementing damping 
forces with dissipating elements, 
try to do it with elastic elements
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Environment/
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Control by Design or Control by Interconnection
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Modify the design: 
•Adding elements 
•Change how they are connected

Controller

Implement "Dampers with 
springs”: 
Instead of implementing damping 
forces with dissipating elements, 
try to do it with elastic elements
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Theorem: Passivity Control Robot (PCR) 

Given a non-passive system       
(controlled robot) with input output pair    
(u, y) (representing the interaction with the 
environment), there exists always a 
passive system       (environment) which 
connected to the       will give rise to an 
unstable behaviour of the interconnection 
of       and   
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Implement "Dampers with 
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damping forces with dissipating 
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Passive Sampling

Robot Controller
S/H
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Passivity and Discrete Port-Hamiltonian Systems,” IEEE transactions on robotics, 



This actually works!

Standard PD  IPC PD
30 Hz sample rate



Implementation 

Put Intelligence as much as possible in the 
mechanics: embedded intelligence

VIACTOR
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Irreversible Impacts absorption
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Fig. 4. Detail of the lock mechanism.

Fig. 5. Sketch of the cams system developed in the lock mechanism.

mechanical hard-stop is placed on the rod to provide a small
pretensioning of the elastic bands at rest, such that the manipu-
lation system does not have passive internal motion during free
flight. The mechanical hard stop can moved to define different
pretensioning settings of the elastic bands. This way, thresholds
on the interaction force that engage the compliant mechanism
can be set. This would allow using the mechanism as rigid if
the force is below a certain threshold, and as compliant if oth-
erwise, allowing therefore the system to discriminate between
contacts and collisions.

B. Locking Mechanism Design

The locking mechanism is a passive mechanical element that
locks the motion of the rod in one direction, while allowing its
motion in the opposite direction. With reference to Figures 4
and 5, the presence of teeth on each cam’s profile allows
for simultaneous rotation of the cams relatively to each other.
The cam rotation is constrained on one side by the presence
of the rod, while on the other side a spring connecting the
two cams generates a torque that causes the cams to close on
the rod itself. With reference to Figure 5, as the rod moves
in one direction frictional components between the cams and
the rod generate a torque that is opposite to the torque pro-
vided by the locking spring, allowing the motion of the rod.
When the motion is in the opposite direction, the frictional

components between the cams and the rod tend to close the
cams, which consequently increase the friction between the ele-
ments to the extent that motion of linear rod is blocked in that
direction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

An experimental validation of the proposed approach is
reported hereafter and compared to the case an impact occurs
with a rigid manipulator. Firstly, the hardware components that
have been used to perform the tests are described, then the
realization of the control inputs to the system are shown, fol-
lowing the approach of Section II. Finally experimental results
are presented.

A. Hardware Setup

Tests have been performed using the commercial platform
ARDrone Parrot 2.0. This UAV has been selected for his
availability, low price and easiness to be interfaced with ROS,
in order to reduce time-to-test. The Parrot control system is
considered as a black box whose functionality is to control the
attitude of the UAV itself. Preliminary tests determined that the
maximum payload the UAV can carry is about 300 grams when
the protective case is mounted on the UAV and the weights are
balanced around the CoG. Given these considerations, in order
to maintain a good maneuverability, the maximum manipula-
tor weight allowed has been set to 250 gram, and the protective
case has been removed.

An ATI Mini 45 6 axis Force/Torque Sensor has been used
to measure the forces exerted on a target wall. The Sensor is
interfaced with the computer architecture via the ATI-NetFT
box, which provides ethernet communication over the network.
The sensor has been mounted on the vertical wall, between the
wall itself and the target on which the UAV will achieve inter-
action. The target is constituted by a circle of 20 cm of radius,
which allows measuring the interaction of the UAV and the tar-
get despite position uncertainties, while measured forces are
within the sensor’s calibrated area.

A Robotis dynamixel A-12A has been used as head mount
for the manipulator, providing a rotational degree of freedom
required to minimize variations in (1), as it will be shown
in Section IV-B. This servo has been selected despite of its
weight, which constitutes almost 30% of the allowed pay-
load, because it does not require additional electronics or
control and is straightforward to interface with ROS via serial
communication.

The manipulator’s end-effector, i.e. the rod presented in
Section III, is an aluminum tube of 1 m length that allows
the UAV to interact with the environment sideways, provid-
ing a maximum stroke of 30 cm before the propellers touch
the vertical environment at 0◦ of pitch. The overall weight of
the manipulator, including the servo motor and the components
necessary for mounting the manipulator on the UAV, is around
240 grams.

A motion capture system, the NaturalPoint Optitrack system,
is used to measure relevant position and orientation data during
the experiments.
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Example: A difficult problems made simple 

Interactive, Distributed Architecture  
with time varying delays



Act-1 Act-2 Act-n

Mechanism

….

Environment

Control

FW FW FWsensing

Variable, Different Time delays: 
 computation, communication..



Conclusions



Conclusions
• To analyse or develop systems for the sake of optimising energy 

consumption, proper tools/language as needed or at least useful


• To ensure proper behaviour during interaction, the digital control needs to 
also be energy aware


• The coupling of the continuous and discrete part of the system can be 
made energy consistent: energy consistent sample and hold 


• Port-Based / Energy Aware Robotics can help in innovative design by 
giving insight in the energy flows.



Future Work
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Reversed Von Kármán sheet generation *OEFFE UIF FêFDUJWF BOHMF PG BUUBDL ↵Fê EFQFOET EJSFDUMZ PO UIF 4USPVIBM
OVNCFS 	�
� ↵Fê EFUFSNJOFT UIF ìPX BSPVOE UIF XJOH UJQ� JG JU JT JO UIF QSPQFS
SBOHF UIF XJOH JT UPEP� JT JU JO EZOBNJD TUBMM PS OPU -FBEJOH�&EHF
7PSUJDFT 	-&7T
 BSF HFOFSBUFE BU UIF XJOH UJQ USBWFM BMPOH UIF DIPSE BOE BSF
ëOBMMZ TIFE BU UIF USBJMJOH FEHF�

↵Fê(t) = UBO�1

 
ḣ(t)

U1

!
+ ✓(t) = UBO�1(4U ⇡ DPT(!t)) + ✓(t) 	�


7PO ,ÈSNÈO *O BOZ CMVOU PCKFDU JO BO BJSìPX -&7T DBO CF HFOFSBUFE BOE
TIFE� 6TVBMMZ UIFTF SFTVMU JO B TP�DBMMFE 7PO ,ÈSNÈO WPSUFY TIFFU B TFSJFT PG
-&7T UIBU BSF TIFE BMUFSOBUJOH PO UIF UXP TJEFT PG UIF PCKFDU� ɨF WPSUFY TIFFU
JOEVDFT ESBH PO UIF PCKFDU BOE DBO DBVTF JU UP WJCSBUF 	F�H� iTJOHJOHw UFMFQIPOF
XJSFT CSJEHF TVTQFOTJPO DBCMFT
�

*O UIF 3PCJSE�T DBTF UIF QMVOHJOH BOE QJUDIJOH DBVTFT UIF WPSUJDFT UP CF
TIFE JO BO BDUJWF XBZ SFWFSTJOH UIFJS SPUBUJPO EJSFDUJPO� B SFWFSTFE 7PO ,ÈSNÈO
TIFFU JT HFOFSBUFE� ɨF WPSUJDFT UIFO DSFBUF B SFBSXBSET�QPJOUJOH KFU TUSFBN UIBU
QSPQFMT UIF XJOH GPSXBSET UIVT HFOFSBUJOH UISVTU� Figure 7 TIPXT UIF TIBQF PG
UIF SFWFSTFE WPSUFY TIFFU BOE SFTVMUJOH KFU TUSFBN��

Figure 7 – Illustration of the reversed Von Kármán vortex sheet induced by

a pitching and plunging airfoil; upstroke (red) and downstroke (cyan). If

the Leading-Edge Vortices (LEVs) remain attached until stroke reversal, a

backwards-pointing jetstream is generated in the wake, propelling the wing

forwards.

�6TF B QBJS PG SFE�DZBO BOBHMZQIJD HMBTTFT BOE MPPL XJUI BMUFSOBUJOH FZFT UP TFF UIF EJêFSFOU
NPUJPOT DMFBSMZ�
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Strouhal number (0.2 < St < 0.4 )



Variable boundaries, port-based Navier- Stokes 
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Medical Robotics: all links are important

The sky is not the limit,

..but just the first layer
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